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INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, social studies as a school subject

has been divided into three major areasknowledge acquisition,

examination of values, and skills development. As you will

probably remember from your elementary school years, the

usual emphasis was placed on the acquisition of knowledge with

skills taught haphazardly or incid it all
13"Serve

a good social studies classroom, you are likely to see

children working in groups pursuing different projects such

as developing time lines, making murals, using an atlas or

a card catalog, making graphs to display information, and

making or using various types of maps and globes,

The skills used to accomplish these tasks were not

learned overnight, If well learned, the skills the children

were using were acquired only after planning, conscientious

teaching, and mnsiderable practice by the children.

Since learning to use skills cannot be accomplished

separately from content, a case study of the development of

map and globe skills has been tp.lected to convey to the

reader an understanding of social studies skill development.



BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVPS

This sequence of activities is designed to develop

teacher-trainee competencies in writing lesson plans for

teaching social studies skills. The following objectives

delineate the specific competencies desired upon completion

of these activities:

I. Terminal Competencies

A. Using part of a social studies textbook

grade level of choice or using an element of.

one basic map skill, the reader will be able to

identify the principles of skill development by

writing a lesson clan that delineates the methods

and materials to be used in teaching one element

of a basic map skill.

B. Using the lesson plan developed above, the reader

will teach the lesson to pupils of u grade level

of choice.

II. Enabling Activities

A. Given a list of principles of skill developPi-

the reader will be able to identify each in a

hypothetical situation.



B. Given listings of basic man skills, the reader

will be able to write a behavioral objective

to teach one element of each basic skill and

describe one metho1 used to teach the element.



PART I. SOCIAL STUDT S SKILT, DEVI-MOMENT

By the end of Part I of this module you should be able

successfully complete the following behavioral objective:

Given a list of principles of skill development, the

reader will be able to match each prin, iple with its

corresponding teaching act,

"To be skillful means that one is able to do something

with proficiency in repeated performance "1 Often skills

are considered mechanical in nature calling for little

thought on the part of the person performing that skill.

Perhaps it is just this misconception that causes curricula

planners and teachers to devote so little time and energy

to planning for and teaching the skills needed by a student

to successfully pursue his social studies interests. Obviously,

social studies skills are more complex than motm' skills.

Completely different types of responses are required to learn

to make or read a map than to hit a softball or walk a balance

beam. Social studies skills are quite complex and call for

the use of a student's cognitive processes, In fact, the

skills associated with social studies are often called

"cognitive skills

1Jarolimek, John. The Psychology of Skill Development,
Skill Development_ in Social Stuliee, Thirty-Third Yearbook
of the National Cou,Icil fc the Social Stunes, Washington,
D. C. NCSS. 1963, pp. 1 9-24.



Major Social Studies Skills

The Thirty-Third Yearbook of the National Council for

the Social Studies2 divides skills into two major categories

(1) those skills which are a definite but shared responsibility

of the social studies, such as reading, and using reference

books, and (2) those skills that are a major responsibility

of the social studies. The social 'studies skills that are

a major responsibility of the social studies are as follows:

1. Reading social studies materials

2. Applying problem-solving and critical-thinking skills

to social issues

Interpreting maps and globes

Understanding time and chronology

How People Learn Skills

The research on how skills are learned has been adapted
3

from Jarolimek and BurtonA into guidelines for the teacher

who is concerned with the skill development of his students.

These guidelines are as follows:

Zki'll'DFIvelopment in_SocialStudies,, Helen McCraken
Carpenter, bd., Thirty- Third Yearbook of t'e National Council
for-theYEboial Studies, V7 C.,- 1963.'

3Jarolimak, on, pit., pp. 19-24.
4Burtoni WilliaM H.::"Limnlicationb for Organization.OfMmInstruction and Instructional irts," Tyaamj_pliand Instruction,

Forty- Ninth- Yearbook, .Prt 7, National Society for the Study
of Education, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1950, p. 246,



1. Skills are not aequirecrbeforn.a ne,ad. for them 1S

felt. This principle implies -En t prior to epetitive

practice, the-student needs understanding of both the need

for developing the skill (its usefulness to him) and an

understanding of the parts of the particular skill being

developed. Further, the way a person practices a skill

(his desire to improve performanc is critical to extending

performance of the skill Obviously, if the student sees

little value in developing competency in the skill, his

practice will be largely non - productive

2. The tudent should have an understanding of what

constitutes adequate performance of the skill. Demonstrations

of the skill by the teacher will show a standard of adequate

performance. However, since many skills are complex (having

several sub-skills that must be mastered) the student may

become discouraged with the enormity of the task before

adequate performance is attained.

3. Skills cannot be learned apart from, real situations

then automatically applied in real situations. The teacher

must then provide instances in which the skill can be applied

in a functional manner to enable the student to reach other

goals while practicing that particular skill.

4. The student should h- knowledge of his succeos or

failure in making p-cgress in learning a skill. Feedback
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can be provided by the teacher, the students in the

and the student himself, Positive feedback is almost always

enhancing. Too much negative feedback may cause a build-up

of stress that could inhibit the student and work against his

ability to perform the target skill.

To summarize, the development of Cognitive skills.depends

on a need felt by the student as determined by the situations

in which the skill is learned. He should be aware of the

components of the skill and be provided with a model of what

constitutes adequate performance of the-skill. Lastly, the

student needs awareness of his progress.

The teacher's task then is to

1. Help the student see a need for learning the skill

2. provide a model that shows adequate performance

of the skill

Design functional situations for practice

Provide avenues for reinforcement

Activity 1

Mrs. Lee's fourth grade Class is working on an ecology
unit entitled "Man's Effect on the Land " One grow) is
collecting figures on the use of pesticides in their county:
Figures showing the amount of DDT, 2-4-D and ether pesticides
used by farmers and homeowners for the years 1968, 69, 70, and
71 were obtained from the county-agricultural agent.



The statements that follow outline some of Mts. Lee's
actions wit one group of students after she decides to
teach them to make bar, graphs. You are to match the state-
men%.s of her actions with the summarizing statements in
Part I (page 7) by placing the number of the action in the
blank beside the statement that illustrate6 that action,

Mrs. Lee asks the prim ,pal to display the completed
graphs on the school's main bulletin board.

Mrs. bee shows the graph - making. group examples of bar
graphs.

_Mrs, Lee explains that one value of graphs is to reduce
very large number's into proportions for easier comparison

Mrs. Lee helps the group decide the content of the three
graphs they will make.



PART II. USING MAPS AND GLOBES:
A PRIME SOCIAL STUDIES SKILL

By the end of Part II of this module you should be able

to successfully complete the following behavioral objective:

Given a list of basic map skills, the reader will

be able to write a behavioral objective to teach

one element of each basic skill and describe one

method used to teach the element.

Of the four eatec.pries of social studies skills listed

in Part I of this module (page 5), the interpretation of maps

and globes has been selected to illustrate social studies skill

development. ,Maps and s were selected because they are

prime tools of the social scientist, and one of the major

non-reading tools of the elementary pupil. During the

ing of this module, it is expected that the Early Childhood

readers will concentrate on the skills most appropriate

for their pupils and the Elementary level readers will concentrate

on either Primary or intermediatelvela. However, since the

development of any skill is never taught to completion at a _y

one level and is a sequential development, it is expectecithat

each reader will at least become somewhat far iliar with those

aspects of maap and globe skill that are not in the particular

grade level of his prime intere



Since the pupil cannot directly observe pheno

10

na that

effect, have ,effected, or will affect his life in time and

places far removed from his direct experience,. basic data

sources must be found to help him understand these phenomena.

One data source, as the reader hanseen in Module #4, is

through photographs. Another way to help students understand

phenomena that are not a part of their direct experiences is

through the'use-o maps and globes. Maps and globes are

usually considered to be sources of information, hovv-r,

the other aspect of map and globe use-- artic _arly maps-

is the use of these tools a way of presenting information

to others. So, the reader is encouraged to think of maps and

globes as providing students with CO data in-nut, and (2) a

method of sharing the information that the pupil finds with

others, or information out-put,

Primary Grade Emphasis: Maps and Globes

The emphasis in the primary grades is both that of

geography readiness program and that of a program of inst uctionf

Here is where the foundation is laid for future learning-

and where the child is first exposed to basic map and globe

skills. The reader must always keep in mind that these

children have vast differences in experiential backgroun



some
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will be able to grasp easily the concepts taught while

others will have great difficulty. Consider the first rule

with primary grade youngsters to be that of first-hand

experience. They need to observe, feel, and hear but above

all have many chances to observe phenomena before being expected

to redord these phenomena on maps. You will be introducing

the child to many complex ideas--models of the earth, simple

maps, weather, seasonal changes, direction, and sun position,

as well as many others. The first experiences must be direct

and as meaningful as possible.

Intermediate Grade Emphasis: Maps and Globes

As with primary children, intermediate grade students

also have vast differences in the amount and quality of -their

experienceS. So, here too applies the prime rule of first-

hand experience, that is, personal observation of physical and

cultural phenomena before or along with instruction in more

abstract phases of map-reading and map-making. While many

students will have been introduced to basic map skills, the

intermediate grade reader's (teacher's) ta,s Fe will still be

introduction, plus development and maintenance of basic map

skills, Hsever, don't let this deter you. Map-reading

and map-making activities rill provide you and your students

with a prime tool to enrich and extend the social studies content
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they will be using in skill-building situations,

Basic Map and Globe Skills

The basic map and globe skills presented in this part

of the module all lead to the students' ability to gather

and present information. It is'the reader (teacher's)

responsibility to insure the development of these basic skills

through introducing, developing, and maintaining 'therm

through a sequential teaching program,

Since at times, state. or local curriculum guides, and

sometimes the textbooks you will use omit basic map skills,.

they are listed here with the suggested grade levels for

first introducing the skill indicated by a perpendicular

line, Arrows illustrate the grades in which the skills must

be maintained, extended, and reinforced. The basic map

skills are as follows:

A.' Orient the map and note directions

B. Locate places on maps and globes

C. Use scale and compute distances

D. Interpret map syMbols and visualize what they represent

E. Compare maps and draw inferences

F. Maps making

The list of elements following the introduction of each

basic skill is included so that you will have some exposure



to those sub-skills taught at different grade levels,

Strategies for teaching elements of these six basic- map and

globe skills can be found by the reader in the social studies

education methods textbooks listed in the bibliography.

These textbooks are available in Room 128 Fain Hall, You

will notice that one example Of a teaching strategy is provided

for you following the introduction of the first basic skill.



BasithAan and Glebe Skill A:
Orient the ,Map :and Nete Direfion'*

Developing a sense of direction is not only critical to

getting information from a map bud -s 'other basic skills,

is important in day-to-day life, Have you ever travelled

in an unfamiliar area, needed to get to a certain address,

asked direction from a service station attendant, and heard

him say, "Drive three blocks north to the first stoplight,

then one block east, then take the south-east diagonal, and

you can't miss it." 3ut you always do! Students need to

orient themselves to their surroundings and then apply this

orientation to other directions and to maps. See the next

page for elements of this skill,

*The basic map and globe skills included in this part of
the module were adapted from Helen Carpenter (Editor), Skill
Development in Social Studies. Thirty-Third Yearbook of the
National Council for the Social Studies. Washington, D. C,
NCss, 1963, Appendix.
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Basis Skill A:
Orient the map and note directions

Grade Level of Introduction
and Development

Elements of the Skill_

1. Use cardinal directions in
classroom and neighborhood7------

2. Use intermediate directions, as
southeast, northwest

Use cardinal directions and
intermediate directions in
working with maps

Use relative terms of location
and direction, as near, far,
above, below, up

S. Understand that north is toward
the North Pole and south toward
the South Pole on any map
projection.

6 Understand the use of the
compass for direction

7. Use the north arrow on the map---

S. Orient desk outline, textbook,
and atlas maps correctly to
the north

9. Use parallels and meridians in
determining direction ---------

10. Use different map projections
to learn ha a the pattern of
meridians and that of parallels
differ
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Example

Select one element of the basic skill, Orient le may

and note directions, taught at the grade level you plan to

teach and write .it in the space provided below, Write an

objective that indicates the main learning to be accomplish d.

Then describe briefly how you would teach this skill,

Element of the Skill: Use cardinal directions in classroom

and neighborhood

Objective: At noon ona-sunnv day, the student omjpplipt-bOt

the cardinal directions,

Description of teaching task: uld take the students out-

side as near noon as ossible oliasalnxilay. Have them_,,

their backs to-11eLullvltpa_yi "Look at_y_spy shadow it
points to the NortyjoilLILEt_asim12 the north, outh

is behind you

left han

east is to our right hand and estli our



Activity 2

Select one element of the basic skill, Orient the irtap

and note directions, taught at the grade level you plan to

teach and write it in the space provided beloj. Write an

objective that indicates the main learning to be accomplished.

Then Oscribe briefly how you would teach this skill,*

Element of the

Objective:_

Description of teaching task:

*There are so;.,mardifferentyways tootbachinabh Ensic
skill it is impossible to include all in the module. So, the
reader is directed to the sources- listed in the bibliography
at the end of the l'Aodule for teaching ieoa.s. (Sources are
available in Room 128, Fain Hall). Use the index under the
entry for the specific basic skill you, are looking for, i,c .

location, direction, etc.
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Basic Map and Globe Skill B:
Locate Places on Maps and Globes

Most youngsters first learn to locate places that a

important to themselves and their daily life--a friend's

house, Grandmother's house, the school, the shopping cen tor,

the zoo or playground. Most often these places are physically

close to them. They then progress through a gradual develop-

ment of finding locations and using the concept of location

in situations not having &personal context, The end product

of this skill is being able to locate exact paces using very

abstract materials and interpreting the physical and cultural

relationships existing between different locations.

Basic Skill B:
Locate places on maps and globes

Elements of the Skill:

1. Recognize the home city and
state on a map of thcl United
States and on a globe -----------

_t

Grade Level of Introduction
and Development

1

Recognize land and water
masses on a globe and on-a
variety of

chalkboard, weather,
etc.

Identify on a globe and on a
map of the world, the equator,
tropics, circles, contients,
oceans, large k.*



4. Use a highway reap for locating,
places by number-and-key
system; plan a trip using
distance, direction, and
locations

Relate low latitudes to the
equator and high latitudes to
the polar areas

Interpret abbreviations
commonly found on maps

7. Use map vocabulary and key
accurately

6

8. Use longitude and latitude in
locating places on wall maps ------

9. Use an atlas to locate places

10. Identify the time zones of the
United States and relate them
to longitude - - --

11. Consult two or-more maps to
gather information about the
same area

12. Recognize location of major
cities of the world with
respect-to their physical
setting

13. Trace routes of travel by
different means of transporta-
tion --

_

14. Develop a visual image of
major countries, land forms,
and other map patterns studied -----

A- L
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15. Read maps of various types
which show elevation

16. Understand the significanCe
of relative location as it
has affected national policiesT.-

Activity 3

Select one element of the basic skill LocaILplaces on

maps and Ric:pes taught at the grade level you plan to teach

and write it in the space provided below. Write an objective

that indicates the main learning to be accomplished. Then

describe briefly how you would teach this skill.

Element of the Skill:

Objective:

Description of teaching task:



Basic Map and Globe Skill C
Using Scale and Computing Distance

Students are able to understand the idea of a small

map representing a large area, but with size reduction

probably a factor, have difficulty visualizing the area

represented on the map. The starting point of instruction

is often a large floor map of the neighborhood, showing homeq

and the school. Activities might be counting the blocks

from home to school, pacing the distance, and including

important places within the area. A prime goal should be

developing a personal sense of distance (how far is a mile,

a city block), knowing how f it is from home to the lake,

and estimating driving time -all are Components of this

basic skill.
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Basic Skill C:
Usc scale and compul

Elements of the Skill:

distance

1. Use small objects to represent
large-ones, as a photograph
compared to actual size

Grade Level of Introduction
and Development

K

Compare actual length of a block
or a mile with that shown on a

large-scale map --

Determine, distance on a map by
using a scale of miles--------------

4. Compare maps of different size
of the same area--------------------

Compare maps of different areas
to note that. a smaller scale
must be used to map larger areas-

6. Compute distance between two
points on maps of different

Estimate distances on.a globe,
using latitude?' estimate air
distances by using a tape or
a string to measure great
circle routes--

Understand and use map scale
expressed as representative
fraction, statement of scale,
or bar scale

9. Develcp the habit of.checking
the scale on all maps used--
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Activity 4

Select one element of the basic skill, Use scale and

compute distances, taught at the grade level you plan to

teach and write it in the space provided Belo Wri an

objective that indicates the main learning to be accomplished,

Then describe briefly how you 4ould :teat frthis'akilL

Elements of the Skill:

Objectives

iptien of teaching task:
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Basic Map and Globe Skill D:
Interpret mo symbols and visualize What They Represent

The symbols on maps stand for real things. The student

who forever sees a squiggly line labelled "Mississippi River

and cannot transpose the squiggly line into a broad river or

the square or Circle into a town or city is in the same

predicament as the student who cannot decode the syols

(words) in a tradebook or textbook. That is, 1- age or

concept lies behind the symbol. Sy ols are map languag

the map lives for the student only when he can form a picture

in his mind of what the syols represent.



Basic Skill D:
Interpret map :mbols and visualize
what they represent

_

Elements of the Skill:

Grade Level of Introduction
and development

1. Understand that real objects
can be represented by pictures
or symbols on a map---------------

Learn to use legends on different
kindsof maps--------------------

Identify the syMbols used for
water features to learn the
source, mouth, direction of
flow, depths, and ocean
currents-

4. Study color contour and visual
relief maps and visualize
the nature of the areas
shown-

Interpret the elevation of the
land from the flow of rivers

Interpret dots, lima, colors,
and other syMbols used in
addition to Pictorial symbols---- L
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Basic Map and Globe Skill E:

Compare Maps and briAll Inferences

This skill could be called "putting it all together,"

However, this does not mean that all the previously named

skills must be learned prior to this. The reader will notice

that there are instances when primary grade students draw

conclusions from the simpler maps used in these grades. The

key words in building this series of skills are finding

relationships, looking for correlations, and making in.erences

about the distribution of natural and cultural features on

maps and globes.



i F1

Basic Map and Globe Skill E Grade Level of Introduction
Compare maps and draw inferences and Development

Elements of the Skill:

l Read into a map the relation-
ships suggested by the data
shown, as the factors which
determine the location of
cities--

2. Compare tL o maps of the same
area, combine the data.
shown on them, and draw
conclusions based on the data

Recognize that there are Many
kinds of Main for many uses,
and learn to choose the best
map for the purpose at hand

4. Understand the differences in
different map projections and
recognize the distortions
involved in anv representation
of the earth other than the
globe-------------

Use maps and the globe to
explain the geographic setting
of historical and current
events '

6. Read.a variety of special-
purpose maps and draw
inferences on the basis of
data obtained from them and
from other sources--

Infer manes activities or way
of living from physical detail
and from latitude-
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Activity 6

Select one element of the basic skill, Comp m p 'and:

Craw infprnEes, taught at the grade level you plan to teach

and write it in the 'space provided below. Write an objective

that indicates the main learning to be accomplished. Than

describe briefly how y

Element of the Skill:

Objective:

Description of teaching task:

=m-romilm.



Basic Map and Globe Skill
Map-making to Present Information

Map- making and map-reading :iences are essential

to the development of the previously noted basic map and

globe skills. How better can a student understand the scale

or the c ythbois on a map than to plan and create a map of *))5-s

own. This skill progresses from sketches of the school or

the student's neighborhood transposed onto a large piece

of butcher paper with milk carton houses and stores and streets

through which he can drive his cars all the way to complex

salt and flour three-dimensional maps showing relief of a

state, island or country.

Basic Skill F: Grade Level of Introduction
Map-making to present information and Development

Elements of thut Skill:

1. Construct maps using s--
to denote physical and

cultural features-----------------

2. Construct simple maps which
are properly oriented to

11

direction___--- -1.-------Vj-

5 6

Make simple sketch maps to
show location--------------------J--

4. Make simple large-scale maps of
a familiar area, such as class-
room, school, neighborbool-----
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Activity 7

Select one element of the basic skill, Map-ma incutp_present

information, taught at the grade level you plan to teach and

write it in the space provided below. Write an objective,

that indicates the main learning to be accomplished. Then

describe briefly how you would teach this skill.

Element of the Skill:_

Objective:

Description of teaching task:



Terminal Activiti

Successful completion of the following activities will

demonstrate that you have obtained the competencies needed

to exemplify mastery of the terminal objectives listed on

page 2 of this module.

A. Using part of a social studies text at a grade level

of choice or wing an clement of one basic skill

listed previously in this module, identify one

basic map skill, and write a lesson plan for teach-

ing one, element of that basic skill. In writing this

lesson plan pay car ful,attention-to the principle:

of skill development noted in Part I of the module.

Also, follow the planning Form provided for you ,7'11

the last two pages of this module.

B. Teach the lesson to pupils of a grade level of choice.



Name
Date

Planning Form: Skills Teaching

1. Behavioral Objective

2. Skill (s):

Materials and source:

4. Me

Grade level
Expected time required

hod of presentation (or model utilized):



5, Guide (Briefly describe the-activity of each step of the
lesson and questions you will ask or the statements
you will make.

Steps Activities or examples Questions - Statements

Evaluation:
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Name

Instructor

Module Title

EVALUATION FORM FOR SELF-INSTRUCTIONAL
MODULES

Date

Course

1. Approximately how many hours did it take you to complete this module

2. Please check one square under each category (Usefulness & Diffidulty)
per row.

1. Introduction

Usefulness
Not.

Useful Useful

Very

Useful

2. Module objectives

Explanations k Definitions

Examples - Illustrations

Directions
,

Activities

Too

Difficult

What should be added or deleted to improve this module? went)

4. What degree of competence do you feel you now possess in understanding
and being able to model (chart) a body of information?

Very Competent

Marginally Competent (I feel I can do this but I think I may need
more practice)

Not Competent (I feel that lm not able to do this.)

5. Have you completed modules for any other methods course at the University
of Georgia? If so, list the courses below.

If you have completed modules in other courses, would you rate thi
module in comparison to the others? (Comment)


